HOW A BASIC CONVERTER PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN FOR USE ON MZ80K OR MZ80A
Annoyance to the point of unleashing destructive forces, hitherto unseen in
the Western world, prompted the design of a new converter program with the aid
of the Basic integer interpreter and compiler. If it is not already too late,
avoid any experience with a popular commercial K to A converter which
deliberately and malignly replaces a large proportion of your original program
with useless percentage signs. The new Club Converter 2 overtakes Club Converter
1 which was conceived last summer.
Main points

Absolute flexibility in use (as in Club Supertape 2); one can load and save, or
load and convert and save (and convert back and save!!); repeated save, verify
if you wish; three possible conversions (K Basic, A Basic and Xtal Basic).
It is a machine code program occupying 1200H to 2D00H with work space 2D00H to
3000H. It will only accept Basic programs.

No previous skill is needed to operate the program. You load it as a machine
code program and await instructions. The following options are available at all
times, and you may save as many copies of Basic programs as you wish.
loads a Basic program from tape: Shift-Break to cancel load
1 LOAD
quick glimpse of program information
2 QUERY
opportunity to change the program name
3 RENAME
4 SAVE
saves on tape the program currently resident in memory
checks the recording which you have just made on tape
5 VERIFY
6 CONVERT SP to SA Basic tokens normal K to A Basic
7 CONVERT SA to SP Basic tokens A to K Basic, and a check on option 6
8 CONVERT XTAL to SP Basic a difficult task, not guaranteed to work
9 MONITOR exit back to the Monitor.
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The design of the program is simple; programs are loaded in their normal
position, unless this lies below $4000, in which case a relocation to $4000
takes place automatically. USR, PEEK and POKE are not changed in this version of
the converter, but POKE’S are identified by line number. When converting,
conversion commences and a new version is created starting at $3000 to prevent
irretrievable overwriting of the original in the case of SP to SA conversions as
the latter program could easily require 500 to 1000 more bytes in a long
program. (This is because SA5510 usually needs 2 byte tokens for every single
token in SP Basic.) Thus the new program will gradually catch up on the old
program and begin to overwrite in some cases: the old version is lost in memory
and one hopes that the end of the new version will not overtake the end of the
a
old version. On completion of the conversion process, which is very quick
the new program is relocated to its proper
matter of only a few seconds
position, for example from $3000 to $505C, by means of a short and simple
machine code routine which resides at the end of conversion tables, together
with simple load, and verify routines which allow full use of the computer
monitor and also allow the user to retain control of the program at all times by
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access to Shift-Break.
The program was designed and tested initially on a 4 Mhz MZ80K, so that delay
loops could appear slow when using a 2 Mhz machine. The program functions
equally well on the MZ80A. Now it remains for the user to decide on a preference
for SP5025 and its brethren, SA5510 and inevitable progeny, or Xtal Basic. All
LET tokens'are automatically destroyed for reasons of economy, and they are not
needed (see SP5060).
Possible improvements are obvious. It should be able to check for invalid USR
calls, incompatible PEEK’S or POKE’S and to make appropriate adjustments or
diagnostic messages. All this will extend the size of the program and some
re-design will be necessary. The conversion copes well enough with REM
is rejected as bad programming). As programs in
statements (if a "REM
SA5510 are much longer and the interpreter requires more memory, it could be
a
ie. done by the converter
necesary to ZAP (remove) all REM statements
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number of SP Basic programs have failed to load in SA5510 for this reason, not
enough work space. On the whole our Club library programs have converted well, a
compliment to the authors; only DATA statements of strings without " " s have
caused any trouble; a further small adjustment to the program is needed. A
program compression facility would be useful.
Use of the Interpreter and Compiler
Load the interpreter, return to the monitor and load the compiler, press CR
and return to the interpreter (B). The screen options are devised and tested,
and the program slowly takes place. Use source area (TEXT) $4000. To check at
any stage, you may use RUN (interpreter mode) or MON and J9800 to compile, using
a work area of $3400 (compulsory) and Object area $8000 for testing purposes
unless the program has become uncommonly large, when you will have to perform a
unique and daring juggling act. Do not use an object address of $1E00 until you
are ready for the final version, when you overwrite the interpreter. Final
version should be saved with start address $1200 and Execute address $1200
unless you have made other special provisions for the program. Do remember to
take frequent copies of the Source text ( ie. SAVE when in the interpreter) in
case of accidents. The compiled version is not important because it is so easy
to re-compile. One important point on using the compiler; the compiler will list
each line number as it is compiled: should the list stop before the end of the
program, then the compiler is objecting to that last line eg. a PRINT! or a
syntax error) and the only remedy is to return forthwith to the interpreter and
to correct the error or to make suitable diagnostic RUN checks on the source
code. The advantage of the interpreter is that you can make these checks and to
keep surveillance of variables and strings. The interpreter is a real joy to
use, with its repeat key useful for cursor editing of the screen; controlled
listing of the program is possible with the SPACE key.
Adding conversion tables and machine code

Details for machine code facilities have been given elsewhere. Suffice it to say
that these are perfectly adequate for the job in hand. However if you have grown
used to Club Monitor for this type of work, it is difficult to break the habit.
Research of the different Basics showed that SP Basic used single tokens from
80H to FFH, requiring 128 bytes in the conversion table. SA Basic uses both
single and double bytes, the latter commencing with 80H, so careful manipulation
was needed to combine the information into a 128 byte table. Xtal Basic with
normal tokens 80H to CFH, and special tokens FF80H to FF9FH, required similar
treatment. The end result was a look-up table from 2E00H to 2E7FH for SP to SA,
2E80H to 2EFFH for SA to SP, 2FO0H to 2F7FH and 2FC0 onwards (for future
expansion) for Xtal to SP. These tables were compiled on paper, saved in
position using the M command of Club Monitor and checked with the T command;
finally saved as machine code file using W2E00 0200 TABLES. When the final
version of the program had been compiled and saved from $1200 to $3000, it was
loaded from the Sharp monitor under control of the R command of Club Monitor,
followed by the loading of ’TABLES'; the complete version was saved by means of
W1200 1200 1EOO CONVERTER 2. The latter was verified (V command) and then loaded
under the Sharp monitor.
Four machine code routines had been devised previously and these were
inserted into the RAM at the same time as the conversion tables.
MOVE DATA BLOCK
2F80H to 2F99H
uses Monitor routine
READ TAPE HEADER
2F9AH to 2F9FH
ti
2FA0H to 2FB8H
VERIFY TAPE DATA
n
READ TAPE DATA
2FB9H to 2FBFH
See "CONVERTER 14" program for source code and Library Tape 49 for the machine
code program.
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